Accurate determination of segmented X-ray detector geometry
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Abstract: Recent advances in X-ray detector technology have resulted in the introduction of segmented detectors composed of many small detector modules tiled together to cover a large detection area. Due to mechanical tolerances and the desire to be able to change the module layout to suit the needs of different experiments, the pixels on each module might not align perfectly on a regular grid. Several detectors are designed to permit detector sub-regions (or modules) to be moved relative to each other for different experiments. Accurate determination of the location of detector elements relative to the beam-sample interaction point is critical for many types of experiment, including X-ray crystallography, coherent diffractive imaging (CDI), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and spectroscopy. For detectors with moveable modules, the relative positions of pixels are no longer fixed, necessitating the development of a simple procedure to calibrate detector geometry after reconfiguration. We describe a simple and robust method for determining the geometry of segmented X-ray detectors using measurements obtained by serial crystallography. By comparing the location of observed Bragg peaks to the spot locations predicted from the crystal indexing procedure, the position, rotation and distance of each module relative to the interaction region can be refined. We show that the refined detector geometry greatly improves the results of experiments.
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1. Introduction

The advent of X-ray Free Electron Lasers has necessitated the development of integrating X-ray detectors capable of full frame readout at the pulse repetition rate of the X-ray source. This new class of X-ray source produces X-ray pulses of a few tens of femtoseconds duration containing sufficient photons to record the diffraction pattern from individual microm-sized, or smaller, crystals in a single shot [1,2]. Each pulse can measure a different crystal, and diffraction patterns can be measured at the pulse repetition rate, which so far has been up to 120 Hz. Detectors developed for such applications typically consist of several small detector modules tiled together to cover a larger area, for example the CSPAD detector [3,4], pnCCD [5], MPCCD [6], AGIPD [7] and Percival [8] detectors. Other segmented X-ray detector systems are either planned or under development, including detectors for synchrotron applications.

The use of multiple independently moveable modules makes a detector system highly flexible and enables damaged modules to be replaced without having to replace the whole detector. Moreover large-area fast hybrid detectors are currently made from tiles due to the limited size of readout electronics [9]. Individual modules can be arranged in an offset manner...
surrounding a central hole through which the direct beam can pass [4,5,7], obviating the need for a beamstop, and may be movable so that the overall detector layout can be optimized for each experiment. However, movable modules introduce the necessity of determining the relative locations of each module with respect to the beam-sample interaction point each time the detector configuration is changed. It also makes the process of generating an image from the measured data more complicated. One needs a prescription describing where each pixel of each module is located in real space. Such prescription we call detector geometry, and can be saved in one of many representations including a separate text file (for example the geometry file format used for CrystFEL [10,11]) or lookup table for the coordinates of each pixel (such as the format used for Cheetah [10]).

Accurate determination of detector geometry is crucial for almost every type of experiment, including X-ray crystallography, coherent diffractive imaging (CDI), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and spectroscopy. The required accuracy depends on the particular experiment, but it is not uncommon to require that pixel locations be known to an accuracy of better than one pixel. A simple yet robust detector geometry calibration procedure is therefore required.

Here, we describe an effective method for determining the geometry of a segmented X-ray detector using X-ray serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) data. The detector geometry is progressively refined by comparing the location of measured Bragg peaks to the location of peaks predicted once the crystal reciprocal lattice vectors have been determined using auto-indexing [11,12]. This method can be applied using either a dedicated calibration sample or, in the case of an SFX experiment, from the serial crystallography data itself. Indeed, this technique can be applied post facto for improvement of previously collected serial crystallography data.

2. Defining sensor module positions

Consider the CSPAD detector used at LCLS [4] as an example of a tiled detector system. The 2.2 megapixel version of the CSPAD detector is composed of 32 separate detector modules tiled together, with 8 modules mounted on each of four moveable quadrants so that the central hole can be optimized for each experiment as illustrated in Fig. 1. The question we wish to answer is: what is the spatial relationship between the X-ray interaction point and all pixels in the detector? Although we use the CSPAD detector as an example, the problem of determining the relative positions of sensor elements in a detector is a general one relevant to a range of X-ray area detectors.

![Diagram of CSPAD detector](image)

**Fig. 1.** The 2.2 megapixel CSPAD detector used at LCLS is composed of 32 separate detector elements tiled together to cover a large area with an adjustable central hole. (a) each sensor is read out independently (b) the task at hand is to determine the relative location of sensor elements relative to each other across the whole detector.

We start by assuming that each sensor module consists of an array of pixels whose locations relative to each other are accurately known, ideally to within 1/10th of a pixel. This level of accuracy can typically be assumed from the fabrication of the detector. We refer to these arrays as “panels” or “tiles”, which can further be grouped together in “rigid groups”. A conventional single module CCD would be considered as a single panel. A full CSPAD
detector could be considered as 32 panels grouped into four rigid groups corresponding to the four quadrants, which can be moved relative to one another during an experiment to change the size of the central hole. The positions of the rigid groups will be refined by our procedure, which allows for refinement at different levels of granularity. For example, each panel could be placed in a separate rigid group to refine their positions individually, or every panel could be placed in one single rigid group to refine only the overall sample-detector distance and beam center coordinates. We also assume that the location and orientation of individual modules is roughly known, for example from the mechanical design or from a manual alignment using a powder diffraction pattern.

The most obvious way in which to determine the relative location of sensor modules is to project a known intensity distribution, such as a regular array of spots or fringes, onto the detector. X-ray diffraction from a crystalline sample produces a highly regular array of Bragg peaks, albeit regular in three dimensions rather than two, whose intensity is sufficiently well localized to form a positional reference. The directions of the diffracted beams, and hence the positions where they should form Bragg peaks on the detector, can be accurately calculated once the crystal orientation relative to the X-ray beam is known. We exploit this property of crystal diffraction to accurately refine the detector geometry. The process of geometry refinement allows correction of not only the position of each sensor module \((X_{cen}, Y_{cen})\), but also the rotation angle of each sensor module \((\alpha)\) and sample-detector distance for either each panel or the whole detector.

3. Data collection and initial processing

The collection of serial crystallography data has been described in detail elsewhere and can be accomplished in a range of ways including using flowing liquid suspensions [13], electrospinning [14], viscous extrusion [15,16] and fixed targets [14,17]. Diffraction data can be measured using either X-ray Free Electron Laser [1,2,15,18] or Synchrotron [9,19,20] sources. The common feature of serial crystallography experiments is that a single diffraction pattern is collected from each of a large number of individual crystals in a random orientation. An initial estimate of the detector geometry is required for our technique. This can be created manually (for simple cases with small numbers of panels), by using optical measurements of each tile position made using a microscope, or using the detector’s response to a visible-light laser spot translated with high precision. We have used the manual approach for some commercial detectors, results from the optical method for the CSPAD detector (where the positions of the tiles were measured with moderate accuracy within each quadrant), and results from the laser method for the MPCCD detector. In many cases, the geometry from a previous experiment can be re-used as the initial estimate for later experiments.

The first step in geometry calibration is to verify the starting detector geometry by forming a “virtual” powder diffraction pattern by summing all measured diffraction patterns and, if necessary, altering the panel positions such that concentric powder diffraction rings line up with one other. This check enables coarse errors in detector geometry to be corrected. However, powder diffraction is insensitive to rotation of each sensor module about the beam center and only weakly sensitive to the size of the gap in the middle of the detector.

Detector frames containing diffraction patterns from individual crystals are first scanned for observable Bragg peaks (“detected peaks”) [21], and patterns indexed using the freely available software package CrystFEL [11]. The process of crystal indexing determines the orientation and unit cell parameters of each crystal, enabling the best fit of the locations of Bragg peaks from a particular lattice (“predicted peaks”). We thereby obtain a list of detected Bragg peak positions and a corresponding list of predicted peak locations for each crystal measured. These lists are contained in CrystFEL’s output data stream. Our detector geometry refinement program takes this data stream and the initial detector geometry described earlier as input, and produces updated detector geometry as its output.
4. Geometry calculation

In our current implementation, three tile motions can be corrected for: in plane translation, in-plane rotation, and displacement along the beam axis. We first correct for in-plane rotation and displacement along the beam, and afterwards for in-plane translation. Correcting the rotations/distance first makes calculation of the translations more robust as the distribution of possible translations is narrowed.

Fig. 2. Error map of the CS-PAD detector (a) before the refinement and (b) after the refinement. Absolute error color-coded in number of pixels. Experiment [22].

4.1. Error map of the difference between predicted and measured peak locations

For each diffraction pattern we have a list of measured peak locations \( \{ M_i = (x_m, y_m) \} \) and a list of predicted peak locations \( \{ C_j = (x_c, y_c) \} \), calculated from the image coordinates after application of a geometry estimate we used to obtain indexing results. For each measured peak \( M_i \) the list of predicted peaks \( \{ C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n \} \) is searched to find the peak \( C_j \) that lies closest to the measured peak location \( M_i \), discarding outliers where no predicted peaks were found within the distance \( R_{\text{search}} \). Selection of an appropriate value of \( R_{\text{search}} \) is made such that it is large enough to find at least one predicted peak close to each measured peak, while not being so large as to select wrong peak. In most cases \( R_{\text{search}} \) can be set to half of the minimal inter-Bragg distance. The closest predicted peak is assumed to correspond to the same reflection as the observed peak, so that the distance between the measured and predicted peak is the peak position error

\[
E_p = M_i - C_j = (x_m - x_c, y_m - y_c) = (\Delta x, \Delta y)
\]

The error in peak position \( E_p \) is attributed to the pixel \( P \), closest to the detected peak \( M_i \). Repeating this process for each indexed crystal diffraction pattern, we create a list of \( n_{\text{peaks}} \) peak location errors for each pixel \( P \)

\[
\{ E_{p1}^p, E_{p2}^p, \ldots, E_{p_{\text{peaks}}}^p \}
\]
Once all diffraction patterns have been processed, the median value of the error list for each pixel is used as the error for that pixel

\[ E_p = \text{median}\left\{ E_1^p, E_2^p, ..., E_{npeaks}^p \right\} \]

We use the median value at each pixel location rather than an average to discard outliers resulting from incorrect pairing of predicted and measured peak locations.

To increase the fidelity of error determination, only pixels with many error measurements \((npeaks)\) are considered. We typically require \(npeaks \geq 3\), although this number can be increased for experiments with many indexed patterns or decreased if number of indexed patterns is low. Setting \(npeaks > 1\) reduces the effect of outliers in the case where incorrect predicted peaks are associated with some measured peaks. Another requirement is that each rigid group has to have at least \(npix\) pixels for which an error estimate has been made. For the CSPAD, we usually use \(npix \geq 100\) for each tile (with total number of pixels 185*388). Again this is done to prevent changing the geometry of a rigid group based on too few measurements, in the event that some of the error estimates could be incorrect.

Figure 2(a) shows the map of the peak position absolute error \((\sqrt{\Delta x^2 + \Delta y^2})\) for one experiment before geometry refinement. Note that some pixels do not have an error estimate due to lack of measurements. Those pixels are just treated as part of a rigid group, while the geometry of each rigid group is refined using the pixels with calculated error. The strategy for the correction of rigid groups with not enough measurements \((npix)\) is described later.

![Fig. 3. (a) Vectors between each pair of observed and predicted peak locations are calculated; (b) rotation and scale are corrected first, followed by (c) translation.](image-url)

**4.2 Correction for rotation and scale**

For each pixel \(P\) on the detector with an error estimate we have both the current location \((x, y)\), calculated from current geometry estimate, and the averaged error between observed and predicted peaks \(E_p = (\Delta x, \Delta y)\). For each pair of pixels \(P_1 = (x_1, y_1)\) and \(P_2 = (x_2, y_2)\) within a rigid group we form two vectors, the first being the vector between the current location estimate:

\[ V_1 = P_2 - P_1 = (x_2 - x_1, y_2 - y_1) \]

and the second being the vector between predicted peak positions:

\[ V_2 = (P_2 + E_2) - (P_1 + E_1) = (x_2 + \Delta x_2 - x_1 - \Delta x_1, y_2 + \Delta y_2 - y_1 - \Delta y_1) \]

The angle \(\alpha\) between these two vectors is the error in module rotation given by

\[ \alpha = \arccos \left( \frac{V_1 \cdot V_2}{|V_1||V_2|} \right) \]

while the scale factor \(s\) is
This calculation is performed for all pairs of pixels within a rigid group. In order to obtain maximum accuracy in angle and scale factor coefficients, we require the distance between pixels to be more than one quarter of the diagonal length of the rigid group. Finally, the median value of all scale and angle coefficients within a rigid group are assigned to the rigid group under analysis, where the median value is used to exclude the effect of outliers.

The rotation angle $\alpha$ determined for a rigid group can be applied to all panels within that rigid group. However, the scale factor can be attributed to three different physical parameters: incorrect wavelength, incorrect sample-detector distance or incorrect unit cell parameters of the crystal. The wavelength is usually known either from monochromator settings (at a synchrotron) or calculated from electron beam and undulator parameters on a shot-to-shot basis (at FELs). The unit cell size of the crystals is usually known for the types of crystals used as a calibration sample. When both these parameters are well known, the scale error is attributed to error in detector distance.

We note that at high scattering angles, such as those used in protein crystallography experiments, the influence of incorrect unit cell and wavelength can be distinguished from incorrect detector distance due to curvature of the Ewald sphere. This can be used for independent determination of the unit cell parameters and sample detector distance, for known wavelength. Such a task is not a part of described algorithm, but it was successfully tested on several experimental data sets.

4.3 Correction for translation

After determination of the distance and angle correction for each panel, the error map is updated by applying the angular and scale corrections to it. From the corrected error map we now extract the translation of each rigid group. The translational correction is the median value of translation error $(\Delta x, \Delta y)$ of all pixels within the rigid group - see Fig. 3.

4.4 Correction for panels with not enough measurements

In some cases, there are too few peaks, or perhaps no peaks at all, within a rigid group to arrive at a sufficiently accurate value of the correction parameters. This is often the case for detector panels located further from the detector center since not all samples scatter well enough to produce Bragg peaks at high scattering angles. Different strategies for refining the geometric corrections of such “empty” panels were analyzed such as duplicating the corrections of the closest panel or a panel with highest number of measurements. When refining the position of each panel of the CSPAD individually, we found it most reliable to take the mean correction factors from the successfully refined tiles in the same quadrant and apply it to the “empty” panels, indicating that the alignment of panels within each quadrant was known quite well from optical metrology. The amount of data needed for the refinement strongly depends on the detector design. We found that we needed several thousand indexed patterns to refine the position of each panel of the CSPAD individually (32 rigid groups), but when the geometry of each quadrant was well characterized using some previously measured data and hence the geometry could be refined only at the level of quadrants (4 rigid groups), the number of indexed patterns was drastically reduced to a couple of hundred.

4.5 Suggested refinement procedure

An optimal sample to refine the detector geometry would fill the entire detector with Bragg peaks. If necessary, the detector could be temporarily moved further back from the interaction region to measure such a calibration data set; this data set could be used to determine the relative positions of all detector tiles before moving the detector back to the desired position for the experiment. The detector center coordinates $(x,y)$ and sample-detector distance in the new position can be further refined from data that does not extend to the edges of the detector.
while leaving the relative position of detector modules unchanged. It may be desirable to use a well-diffracting calibration sample for cases where the sample of interest diffracts weakly or for experiments that do not produce Bragg peaks.

A typical geometry calibration procedure starts with the best geometry estimate from available metrology data, for example optical metrology or design drawings. Modules are then coarsely aligned using virtual powder diffraction patterns until indexing of patterns is possible. Once diffraction patterns index, module locations can be refined using the procedure described in this paper. Repeating the indexing and geometry refinement steps two to three times is usually adequate for convergence. The number of successfully indexed patterns usually increases after each iteration, progressively improving the fidelity of the geometry refinement.

4.6 Assessment of the geometry correction

After applying all the corrections, the error in each pixel location is usually drastically reduced to a sub-pixel value, as shown in Fig. 2(b). An improvement in peak prediction can also be seen by inspecting individual diffraction patterns, comparing the location of observed and predicted peaks as shown in Fig. 4. The residual RMS error for each rigid group calculated for the initial and final geometry Fig. 2 can be used as a metric for the quality of the geometry estimate, both for each individual rigid group and for the detector geometry as a whole. These two error maps are very useful guides as to whether the algorithm has succeeded.

![Fig. 4. Enlarged section of a protein crystal diffraction pattern before (top) and after (bottom) geometry refinement. The dots are actual measured peaks and circles represent the positions of predicted peaks.](image)

5. Improvement in SFX data quality

Accurate definition of detector geometry has a strong effect on both indexing rate and final data quality. For example, a significant proportion of the improvement in data quality reported for one data set [23] is attributed to improvements in detector geometry specification made using the procedures described here. In order to isolate the effects of geometry alone on the
quality of SFX data, we processed several data sets with CrystFEL, using identical protocols, before and after application our geometry correction procedure. The first important metric is the indexing rate, i.e. the fraction of diffraction patterns for which the auto-indexing procedure succeeds.

Table 1. The improvement of indexing rate after the geometry refinement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Number of crystal hits</th>
<th>Indexed before geometry refinement</th>
<th>Indexed after geometry refinement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gd:Lysozyme [22] (4N5R)</td>
<td>391,000</td>
<td>42% (164,000)</td>
<td>56% (218,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathepsin B [24] (4HWY)</td>
<td>358,000</td>
<td>56% (201,000)</td>
<td>59% (210,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DgkA [25]</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>60% (109,000)</td>
<td>78% (140,500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodopsin-Arrestin [26] (4ZWJ)</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>20% (2,200)</td>
<td>80% (8,800)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For data from two published data sets, Gd:Lysozyme [22] (Dataset 1, Ref. [27]) and Cathepsin B [24], the indexing rate improved noticeably after geometry refinement. For Gd:Lysozyme [22], the indexing rate increased from 42% to 56%. Similarly for Cathepsin B crystals [24] an improvement from 56% to 59% in indexing rate was observed. The improvement is even more noticeable for crystals of large membrane proteins: for DgkA [25] the indexing rate increased from 60% to 78%, while for Rhodopsin [25] the indexing rate improved from 20% to 80% due to improvements in detector geometry alone. These results are summarised in Table 1. In all cases indexing rates are significantly higher when a refined geometry is used.

Post-merging data quality metrics $\text{CC}^*$ [28] and $R_{\text{split}}$ [11] are also improved by the use of a refined geometry. Figure 5 shows the resolution dependence of $\text{CC}^*$ and $R_{\text{split}}$ before and after the refinement for two different protein crystal samples. It is interesting to note that even though the indexing rate for Cathepsin B crystals did not change appreciably (see Table 1), the resolution as determined by $\text{CC}^*$ was still noticeably improved. We attribute this to the fact that the predicted peak locations match the actual peak locations more accurately when a refined detector geometry is used, reducing the probability that a real Bragg reflection could be missed by the integration procedure. The only difference between processing of these two data sets was the use of a refined geometry specification, clearly identifying the determination of accurate detector geometry as a major contributor to high resolution SFX data quality (or lack thereof).
More importantly, the structure of biological specimens can be reconstructed more accurately using data processed with a refined detector geometry. Reprocessing of published Lysozyme data [2] (Dataset 2, Ref. [29]) to the same resolution as before (1.9 Å) after geometry refinement and using a more recent version of CrystFEL (0.5.2 released in 2014 vs an old version from 2011) showed Rfree = 19.7%, an improvement from 22.9% in the original paper, while the data resolution was improved from 1.9 Å to 1.7 Å (overall Rfree = 20.5% for the refinement at 1.7 Å). As this improvement combined the effects of both geometry and software version, we performed one more test using crystals of a G-protein coupled receptor, 5HT2B [18] (Dataset 3, Ref. [30]) considering the effects of geometry refinement alone. Refinement using Phenix.refine to a resolution of 2.9 Å led to an improvement of Rfree from 26% to 23.8% after refining the detector geometry. The difference between the two processed data sets was only the corrections to the detector geometry, with Fig. 6 showing improvement for all resolution shells.

Conclusions

We have described a simple scheme by which the detector module geometry can be optimized using serial crystallography data, resulting in sub-pixel accuracy in the determination of the positions and orientations of detector modules. Geometry refinement alone significantly improved high resolution SFX data, identifying this as a major contributor to overall SFX data quality. The technique is general, and can be applied to a wide range of segmented detectors used, or planned for use, at synchrotron or X-ray free electron laser facilities. Indeed the calibration described here can improve the quality of protein crystallography data obtained using synchrotron detectors that nominally have a well-defined initial geometry, by refining the sample-detector distance and beam center, as tested using data measured at Petra III and ESRF. The method can be applied to any SFX data set, including those collected in the past without the use of a dedicated calibration sample. To date, we have applied this procedure to over 30 different data sets and the results were always improved. The optimization procedure has been implemented in the CrystFEL software suite as the program “geoptimiser”, available starting from CrystFEL version 0.6.0. Shot-to-shot jitter of an FEL beam position and phase can introduce sub-pixel shift of each diffraction pattern – this effect is corrected by shifting the center of each shot by CrystFEL. Future improvements of “geoptimiser” will include refinement of the out-of-plane rotation of the rigid groups, as well as improvement in user friendliness, like better automatic diagnostics if the refinement procedure succeeded and automatic recommendations for user which parameters to change.
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